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ANOTHER CONGRESS YOU'LL NEVER FORGET
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Organised by: COMBINED EAST RAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES
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Welcome to the 35th PSSA Congress.

hope that you had a pleasant journey.

For those who have travelled froa far, 1

This Congress 'has been planned to cater for all tastes. We have a balance

between overseas and local lecturers, between wlldllfe and pictorial

photography, between prints and slides and between instructional lectures and

entertainment.

We are sure that your knowledge of photography will be broadened and the

interest in your hobby.will be greatly stimulated.

I would like to thank all those who have put in so ■uch work and effort to

make this Congress a success.

never take place.

Without their help a Congress l!ke this could

We hope that this Congress will be another one you'll never foq;et.

DENNIS GREGORY

CONGRESS CHAIRMAN - 1989

DIRECTORS / DIREKTEURE:
AG Ansell APSSA. 0G BaselAPSSA, M Calllen-E-- APSSA ARPS. TG car- FPSSA ARPS. LNJ Ou PessinAPSSA,
BH Harper APSSA, ER Johannesson Hon FPSSA FPSSA, S Jewell (Mrs), T Lally, Mw Leeman,
L Luckhoff Hon PSSA APSSA, PBWMarais, D Moody APSSA, G Venter APSSA,
8 St C Wilkins Hon FPSSA FPSSA (Ouxl FPSA FRPS, TWlson APSSA (Ms)



PROGRAMME

FRIDAY 6 OCTOB.ER - 14h00-18h00 - RF.GISTRATION
18h30-20h00 - OPENING COCKTAIL PARTY AT COMMUNITY CENTRE
20h00 - JABULA CHALLENGE

SATURDAY 7 OCTOBER - 09h00-10h00 - VISUAL BUILDING BLOCKS - CARRY BLACK°'))
lOhOO-llhOO - WIDE ANGLE APPROACH - JOHN & BEVKU.EY ~

MICHAEL
llh00-llh30 - TEA/COFFEE
llh30-12hIS - ADVENTURE OF THE MIND - GIL LOPEZ-ESPINA
12h15-12h30 - CONGRESS PHOTO
12h30 BUFFET LUNCH AT HOTEL
14h00-15h00 - DESIGNING PICTURE SPACE PART l -

CARRY BLACK
15h00-15h30 - TEA/COFFEE
15h30-17h00 - ON FOOT FOR SURVIVAi. - THE NAMIBIAN TREK -

CHRIS VAN DER MERVE
19h30 - SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW, SOMETHING

BORROWED, SOMETHING ·BLUE - A.V. SHOW BY
BARRIE 'WILKINS

SUNDAY 8 OCTOBER - 06h00-07hOO - EARLY MORNING VISIT RONDEBULT BIRD
SANCTUARY/JOHANNESBURG SKYLINE (SUNRISE)

09h00-10h30 - RAPTORS IN SOUTH AFRICA - ARIC SOCIETY
10h30-llh00 - TEA/COFFEE
llh00-12h30 - PHOTO SESSION OF LIVE RAPTORS
12h30 - BUFFET LUNCH AT HOTEL
14h00-15h00 - WIRELESS DREAMS - GIL LOPEZ-ESPINA
15h00-15h45 - CIBA-CHROME PRINTS - RPS DISTINCTIONS

JOHN & BEVERLEY MICHAEL
15h45-16h15 - TEA/COFFEE
16hl5-17h00 - DESIGNING PICTURE SPACE PART 2 -

19n30

MONDAY 9 OCTOBER - 09h00

12h00
14h30
19n30

CAllRY BLACJt
- PSSA MOTION PICTURE DIVISION SA 10 BEST

- OUTING TO HODDERFONTEIN DYNAMITE MUSEUM,
EXPLOSIVES DEMONSTRATION & CONSERVATION
AREA OR S.A.B.C. T.V. STUDIOS

- BRAAI AT MODDERFONTEIN
- PSSA A.G.M. AND FORUM
- HONOURS AND AARDS SHOW AND A.V.

COMPETITION

TUESDAY 10 OCTOBER - 09h00-10h00 - VISUAL INTERPRETATION - CARRY BLACK
10hOO-1IhOO - PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY - JAN HAHHAN
llh00-llh30 - TEA/COFFEE
11h30-12h30 - WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY - THE ART FORM -

PETER PICKFORD
12h30 - BUFFET LUNCH AT HOTEL
14h00-15h00 - THE DILEMMAS AND JOYS OF FLOWER PHOTO-

GRAPHY - COLLA SWART
15h00-15h30 - TEA/ COFFE
15h30-16h30 - A.V. SHOW - GARRY BLACK
19h30-20h30 - ICELAND - JOHN & BEVERLEY MICHAEL
20h30-21hOO - TEA/ COFFEE
21h00-22h00 - WILD THINGS - GIL LOPEZ-ESPINA

WEDNESDAY 11 OCTOBER - 09h00 - VISIT TO GOLD REEF CITY OR
VISIT TO S.A.B.C. T.V. STUDIOS

19h00-20h00 - FELLOWS 6 ASSOCIATES GET TOGETHER
20h00 HONOURS AND AWARDS BANQUET



MEET OUR LECTURERS

GARRY BLACK

Garry, who is from Canada, purchased his first 35mm
virtually nothing about photography. lie soon
photography he had a medium that enabled him to
abilities.

camera in 1981 knowing
discovered that with
express his creative

He attended two photographic workshops, one with Sherman Hines in Nova Scotia
and the other with Freeman Patterson on Grand Manan Island. He was to return
to Grand Hanan Island two years later as an instructor. In 1986 he gave up
his job at a scrap steel company in order to devote all his time to
photography.

The subject closest to Garry's heart is nature and the land, but he
photographing just about anything. Garry has a creative and
photographic style, which is graphically simple. His appreciation and
light and colour create evocative pictures, pictures that fill you with
and excitement.

en joys
unique
use of
wonder

His commercial work is lifestyle
studio or on location. He teaches
area and has presented numerous
elsewhere in Canada.

photography, photographing models in his
colour photography workshops in the Ottawa

seminars, slide programmes and workshops

Garry will be giving a series of four instructional lectures based on his
programme VISUAL INTERPRETATION. The programme will cover a variety of
topics, from the basic technical skills, to improving creative photographic
skills. He will be using his photographs to demonstrate the use of the
visual elements, such as light, tones, form, colour, shapes, lines, size,
direction and textures, all of which are extremely important for good visual
design.

In addition to the "technical" information he will also discuss the "Artistic"
approaches in photography. A well designed photograph depends on the
organisation of all the elements in the scene, which the, clearly describes,
the purpose of the photograph. He will show how people are influenced by
their senses in creating photographs; how their subject matter and their
design of the photograph are a product of their vision, experiences and!
knowledge and their response to that subject matter. He will discuss how to
organise the information in the photo by using camera position, technique andj
photo tools. Some of the photo tools covered will be slow shutter speeds as
well as multiple exposures, including the technique of 80 multiple exposures.

Garry ends his programme on Tuesday afternoon with a 60 minunte Audio-Visual!
presentation which will dramatically present his photographic message.

GIL LOPEZ-ESPINA

Gil was born in Cuba but immigrated to the United States in 1962 where he is
now resident. He is a teacher of art and photography at the Bloomfield ijigh
School in New Jersey.
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Winner of over I00 major awards at State, National and International levels,
he has been critically acclaimed by many of the top newspapers in the United
States, including the NE YORK TIMES, the MIAMI HERALD and the HERALD NEWS.
He has also appeared on several TV channels and cable TV in Manhattan to talk
about his wvork.

His work covers all forms or photography including audio-visual presentations
and nature photography. He was the winner of the prestigious international
exhibition of nature photography, Finland, in 1988. He currently ranks
second in the United States and 5th in the world in nature photography.

Gil will be giving three Audio-Visual presentations which are not lectures,
but visual experiences aimed to entertain. Each show, although very
different from the others, contains 10 to 12 segments. The segments are
variable in subject matter, consisting of wildlife of North America, overall
nature, creative abstractions, surrealistic images, romantic model poses,
comedy, etc.

Each show is approximately 45 minutes long, and every segment is accompanied
by audiophile quality music to compliment the feeling or mood being evoked.

JOHN AND BEVERLEY MICHAEL

John Michael FRPS AFIAP is from Great Britain and is an Executive Member of
the Royal Photographic Society. He was awarded an ARPS and FRPS in Applied
Photography in 1980 and was later awarded an FRPS in Pictorial Slides - the
second person to gain this distinction in some 10 years

He has led photographic expeditions to Poland, Iceland and Australia as we 11
as making photographic trips to Finland, India, USA, France, Italy and Canada.
He has lectured extensively throughout the U.K. and in France, India and
Australia. He is due to lecture at a Photographic Convention in Calcutta in
1990. He has given a one-man exhibition at the National Centre for
Photography in Bath. The exhibition has also be shown in Oxford and
Luxembourg. He was previously the President of Nottingham Notis Photographic
Society and has been on the committee as well as being a judge on National and
International Photographic exhibitions.

Beverley Michael FRPS is married to John
photographic trips throughout Europe, Canada
received her ARPS in Applied Photography in
Photography - Horses of the Camargue - in 1988.

and has accompanied him on
and the United States. She
1985 and her FRPS in Applied

John and Beverley will be giving their presentations together. Being closely
associated with the Royal Photographic Society, they will he giving a talk on
RPS distinctions. Prints shown ill be ARPS failed, ARPS gained and three
FRPS gained. They will also be giving a lecture on the wide angle approach
to creative photography. laving travelled extensively, they will be giving
an Audio-Visual presentation on Iceland, a country few South Africans visit.
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BARRIE WILKINS Hon FPSSA FPSSA(Dux) FPSA FRPS

Barrie is well-known to most of us, having travelled extensively both in South
Africa and abroad, judging, lecturing and presenting his audio-visual
programmes. His work and dedication have been honoured by the awarding of
PSSA's highest award, the Honorary Fellowship. lie has also been awarded
Fellowships from the Royal Photographic Society and the Photographic Society
of America.

An active salon participant, Barrie has won the Impala Trophy in slides for
nine successive years as well as numerous international medals and prizes.
His main interest is in wildlife but he is equally gifted in many other fields
as can be seen in his audio-visual presentations which encompass subjects as
far ranging as portraiture, landscapes and derivations.

Barrie will be presenting several audio-visual presentations which will
include several brand-new sequences as well as some of his golden oldies.

COLLA SWART

Colla needs no introduction to South African photographers, being Manageress
of the Kamieskroon Hotel in the heart of Namaqualand. Over the past few
years Colla and Freeman Patterson have given regular photographic schools
during the famous flower season. Col la has become an expert in flower and
landscape photography, being in the enviable position of living in this unique
area.

Colla will be presenting a programme entitled "The Dilemmas and Joys of Flower
Photography", which will include pictures of flowers from areas the general
public do not visit.

CHRIS VAN DER MERWE

Chris is not so familiar in amateur photographic circles, but very well-known
to conversationists, the Press, Radio and TV. He is a Photo-Journalist with
wide experience both locally and abroad. His activities cover journalism for
newspapers and magazines, scriptwriting for audio-visuals and television ("The
Living Soil", "The Vital Factor", etc) and of course, photography. He a
selected as one of South Africa's top photographers by "SC0PE" pdaiue in
their "l5 years of Photography" commemorative issue. -

Chris will be giving a fascinating audio-visual presentation which he and
fellow photographer Marek Patzer made of their "Namibian Trek", a 780km hiking
expedition largely through the Kaokoveld wilderness of North Western Namibia.
The show includes spectacular shots of the area, many taken from a microlight
aircraft. The presentation also focuses on the primitive inhabitants of the
area as well as a record of Namibia's controversial anti-poaching rhino de
horning operation.
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PETER PICKFORD

Peter is well-known in South Africa, particularly in the area of birds of
prey. He has just published a book, his second, entitled "South African
lirds of Prey" which contains many of his excellent photographs.

He has also produced an audio-visual show on birds of prey which received an
acceptance at an international competition in New York. The standard can be
aauged in that there were only 10 acceptances out of 3100 entries from around
the world.

Peter will be presenting this audio-visual entitled "Focus on Raptors" on
Tuesday morning followed by a talk on birds of prey. In addition, he will be
giving us his interpretation of wildlife photography - the Art Form.

JAN HAMMAN

Jan started his career in Press Photography by taking pictures of sport events
at school for the school magazine, After completing his military training
he worked for a while as a photographer in the publicity department of the
louth African Railways, He then freelanced for several newspapers including
the "SUNDAY EXPRESS" and the "TRANSVALER" before joining "RAPPORT" as their
Chief Photographer. In 1975, when "DIE BEELD" started in the Transvaal, he
became their Chief Photographer,

Jan will be giving a talk on some of the joys and difficulties of Press
Photography, in which he will include many stories and anecdotes. His talk
will be supported by scores of excellent prints he has accumulated over the
years.
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MR ROY JOHANNESSON HON FPSSA FPSSA
MRS RAYMONDE JOHANNESSON ARPS
MR ELIOT LYONS FPSSA
MRS MAUREEN LYONS
MR ANTENIE CARSTENS APSSA ARPS
MR COENIE SWART
MRS COLLA SWART
MR JACK WEINBERG FPSSA
MRS ELAINE WEINBERG
MR JOHN MICHAEL
MRS BEVERLEY MICHAEL
MISS JILL SNEESBY FPSSA(DUX)

Table seating


